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SYNOPSIS
The flotation behaviour of phoscorite from the Phosphate Development Corporation was measured in a pilot

plant, the flotation cells in the plant being varied in configuration so as to operate with or without circulating
loads. The ore was floated in a batch cell so that the parameters for a kinetic model could be estimated, and these
parameters were then used in a flotation-plant simulator, which is based on the kinetic model, in the prediction of
the performance of a pilot flotation plant operating on phoscorite. The simulator predictions compare well with the
measured performance of the ore in the pilot plant, but the comparison shows that the kinetic model is not com-
pletely adequate for the prediction of performance in continuous flotation plants. The model is weakest in its ability
to model the behaviour of the froth phase. The flotation behaviour of the ore could be adequately described when it
was assumed that the apatite and gangue each consist of floatable and unfloatable components.

The effect of particle size on the specific flotation-rate constant of apatite was found to have a maximum at 85fLm
and to fall to zero at 400 fLm; that for the gangue had a maximum at 50 fLm and was zero at 350 fLm.

SAMEVATTING

Die flottasiegedrag van foskoriet afkomstig van die Fosfaat Ontginningskorporasie is gemeet in 'n proefaanleg
terwyl die konfigurasie van die flottasieselle in die aanleg verander is sodat dit met of sonder sirkulerende laste kan
werk. Die erts is in 'n lotsel geflotteer sodat die parameters vir 'n kinetiese model beraam kon word en hierdie
parameters is toe in 'n flottasieaanlegnabootser wat op die kinetiese model gebaseer is, gebruik vir die voorspelling
van die prestasie van 'n proefflottasieaanleg wat met foskoriet werk. Die voorspellings met behulp van die nabootser
vergelyk goed met die gemete prestasie van die erts in die proefaanleg, maar die vergelyking toon dat die kinetiese
model nie heeltemal voldoende vir die voorspelling van die prestasie in deurlopende flottasieaanlegginge is nie.
Die model is die swakste wat betref sy vermoe om die gedrag van die skuimfase te modelleer. Die flottasiegedrag van
die erts kan behoorlik beskryfword wanneer daar aangeneem word dat die apatiet en die aarsteen elkeen uit floteer-
bare komponente bestaan.

Daar is gevind dat die uitwerking van die partikelgrootte op die spesifieke flottasietempokonstante van apatiet 'n
maksimum by 85fLm het en tot nul daal by 4O0fLm; vir die aarsteen was dit 'n maksimum by 50 fLm en nul by 350 fLm.

Introduction

Kinetic models for the flotation process have been
under investigation for many years, but much of the
experimental evidence has been obtained almost entirely
from investigations of single-batch or continuous
flotation cells. A kinetic model to describe the behaviour
of single cells should be capable of providing a quantita-
tive description of an entire flotation plant; otherwise, it
would not be of much use as a tool for plant design and
operation. The investigation described here was planned
specifically to show how far a kinetic model can be used
in the description of the steady-state operation of a
complex flotation plant.

A brief reference to the utility and limitations of
kinetic models in plant simulation is appropriate here.
That they are not necessary for successful plant design
is obvious in that many plants that currently operate
successfully were designed, not by use of kinetic models,
but by the conventional route of bench-scale batch tests
followed by extensive pilot-plant proving work, which is
a route that is not likely to be supplanted by any based
on mathematical models alone. However, the kinetic
model has two major contributions to make to plant
design and operation: it helps in the interpretation and
extrapolation of pilot-plant results (an important
consideration when the labour and time required for
extensive pilot-plant tests is considered), and it permits
the development of a quantitative relation between plant
performance and the important operating variables, e.g.

*Formerly National Institute for Metallurgy, Randburg,
Transvaal; now Department of Metallurgy, University of the
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg.

recirculating loads, aeration rates, froth flow-rates, and
launder wash-water rates. These variables determine the
design and size of a plant, and are used by plant opera-
tors for control purposes. These matters, and others,
have been discussed in some detail in papers that de-
scribe the use of a kinetic model for plant-simulation
studies1, 2.

It should be borne in mind that the present investiga-
tion was not designed to confirm the superiority of the
particular kinetic model used, but rather to show how
far the model can be used in the application of results
from bench-scale batch tests to the prediction of plant
performance. It is possible that other kinetic models
would be as effective as that described here. The model
chosen is one that recognizes the basic kinetic nature of
flotation and is capable of predicting all the important
plant variables, which include mass flow-rates and
grades in all the streams of the plant, internal as well as
external. The distributed-parameter model developed by
the NIM Chemical Engineering Research Group1, 3,
which classifies particles into discrete classes by size,
mineral content, and flotation-rate constant, was chosen
because it recognizes that the particles of an ore differ
and therefore must be treated differently. This model
enables comparisons to be made between the predicted
and the measured particle-size distributions and grades
in the different size classes in concentrate streams. This
has important implications for the prediction of perform-
ance in a full-scale plant, where poor grades are often
found only in certain size groups.

For the phoscorite ore used in this investigation, it
was found that the rate constant has to be distributed
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over only two classes, i.e. a non.floatable component and
a floating component for each mineral species. Only one
mineral, apatite, was present with the gangue, and,
because liberation was complete even in the largest sizes,
particles were classified as pure mineral or pure gangue.
Its simple particulate structure made phoscorite particu-
larly suitable for this initial attempt to demonstrate that
kinetic models are useful for bridging the gap between
bench-scale batch tests and the design of complex
continuous plants.

Early experimental work4 on the pilot plant of the
Research Group had demonstrated that the distributed-
parameter model, once due recognition had been given to
the individual character of each particle, was sufficiently
versatile to describe the operation of a complex plant
provided that the kinetic parameters were estimated
from data obtained on the plant itself. The next prob-
lem was to ascertain whether the kinetic parameters of
the model had absolute values that were independent of
the physical conditions of the pulp such as aeration
rate, and, more important, that were independent of the
physical nature of the flotation cell. The object was a
determination of whether the kinetic parameters could
be estimated from experiments in a batch cell and be
used successfully in the prediction of behaviour in a
continuous plant. The Group's other experimental work
on pilot and full-scale industrial plants has already been
reported6,6.

The estimation of the parameters in the kinetic
model from batch or continuous data can be accom-
plished by the use of nonlinear regression techniques 7.
Computer programmes8 make the estimation a simple
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routine matter, although care is required. to ensure that
experimental data are satisfactory for the estimation
of the parameters.

Pilot-Plant Layout

The construction of the individual cells and the layout
of the flotation sections in the pilot plant ofthe Research
Group have been reported4. The chief operational
difficulty experienced initially involved the mechanism
for supplying dry-ground ore at a fixed rate for the
steady-state operation of the plant. An elaborate
computer-control system9 was implemented to produce a
slurry of fixed density at a fixed volumetric flow-rate,
and, before the present investigation was undertaken,
an extensive solids-handling and storage system was
installed in the pilot-plant laboratory of the Department
of Chemical Engineering of the University of Natal,
where the investigation was conducted. Because this
system is ideally suited to the task of providing a fixed
flow-rate of ground solids, it was adopted as the solids-
feed system to the pilot plant. The plant, which is
shown in Fig. 1, has the standard rougher-cleaner-
recleaner configuration of flotation plants. The alterna-
tive routes for the cleaner and recleaner tailings streams
are shown as broken lines, and were used so that the
plant could be operated without recycling the tailings
streams.

The ore was delivered by road, and the storage bunker
was protected against the weather. This prevented the
weathering of the dry-ground solids during storage, a
phenomenon that had caused operating problems and
difficulties in analysis during earlier investigations of this
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Fig. I-Flotation pilot plant
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Particle-size
range,J-Lffi <39 > 39< 45 > 45< 53 > 53< 63 > 63< 75 > 75< 90 > 90< 106 > 106< 125 > 125< 180 > 180< 250 >250

Mean size, J-Lffi 30 42 49 58 69 83 98 116 152 215 300
Fractional

distribution 0,2449 0,0278 0,0229 0,0263 0,0427 0,0506 0,0464 0,0549 0,1306 0,1255 0,2270
Apatite, % 40,1 40,6 40,1 39,5 38,7 36,6 38,0 37,0 34,2 26,1

TABLE I
AVERAGE PARTIOLB-SIZJI DISTRIBUTION AND APATITE ASSAY (BASED ON SEVERAL SAMPLES OF THE FEED MATERIAL)

ore4. The ore was transferred from storage bunkers into
two of the three blending bins, and thorough blending
was achieved by withdrawal of the ore from two bins
simultaneously and discharge of the mixed-ore stream
into one bin. The normal procedure started with two
bins half-filled and the other completely filled. The
mixed stream was discharged into one half-filled bin
until it was full, the discharge was then switched to the
bin containing the least solids, and the ore was with-
drawn from the other-two bins. The blending process
was continued for about 8 hours, giving about 20 tons
of well-blended ore for the pilot-plant studies. This
ensured that the experiments conducted in the pilot
plant were free, as far as possible, from the effects of
variable feed properties. Samples of the feed slurry that
were taken during the experimental programme showed
only very small variations in grade and particle-size
distribution. The feed material assayed 32,7 per cent
apatite on average. The particle-size distribution and
apatite assay are shown in Table I.

The feed system was designed to operate under auto-
matic control so that a very steady stream of slurry
would be supplied to the flotation section. With the
exception of the level controller in the lower slurry tank
and the flow controller on the flotation feed line, all the
control loops were closed through a CDC 1700 process-
control computer. This proved to be a versatile and
very effective automatic control instrument, and it was
used for data logging during the operation of the plant
and for the automatic collection of samples. The closed
control loops shown in Fig. 1 were all simple feedback
loops with proportional integral action in the controller.

The mass-flow indicator on the dry-solids hopper was
based on a load cell that indicated the load in the hopper.
The rate of change of hopper load was determined by the
difference in the load at IQ-second intervals. The hopper
was filled intermittently by discharge of solids from the
top of the solids elevator as shown in Fig. 1, and the
flapper valve was actuated by the computer, which
allowed the hopper to be filled whenever the level
dropped below a lower preset limit. Filling was stopped
at an upper preset limit. Solids were circulated con-
tinuously through one of the storage bins during the
experiment.

Commercial fatty acid (Unitol DSR) was used as
collector, while polyglycol ether (Berol EMU) together
with sodium silicate was used to control the properties
(quantity, mobility, and stability) of the froth. All the
conditioning chemicals were added at the conditioning
tank, and no interstage addition was used.

Particular care was taken to ensure good sampling of
the process streams. Automatic mechanical sampling
devices were installed at all the sampling points shown
in Fig. 1. The eight samplers on the concentrate streams

automatically deflected the entire stream into the sample
container for a short time as it cascaded over the froth
lip. Cuts of 6 seconds were made every minute so that
lO per cent of the streams were sampled. The samplerslO
were actuated by the computer, and the total time for
which samples were collected was determined accurately.
The samplerslO on the three feed streams and on the
cleaner and recleaner tailings streams were narrow
sample-cutters that were actuated mechanically and cut
through the entire feed stream approximately once per
second, and the average flow down the sample line was
approximately 3 per cent of the total flow. The sampler
on the plant tailings stream was a narrow sample-cutterll
of somewhat larger dimensions than the others, and was
actuated automatically.

A piping layout was provided on the flotation plant
that was sufficiently flexible to allow many different cell
configurations to be used. The two configurations studied
during this investigation are shown in Fig. 1. The basic
configuration was a standard rougher-cleaner-recleaner
configuration of the type that is normally used in in-
dustry for the flotation of apatite. The recycling of
tailings from the cleaner to the rougher and from the
recleaner to the cleaner is an important aspect of in-
dustrial plant configurations, and is usually essential to
good overall plant recovery and a high grade of final
concentrate. It is these recycle streams that are likely
to strain a kinetic model most severely, and a plant
configuration without recycle was investigated to provide
a comparison with the standard configuration.

Batch Experiments

The parameters of the ore that were to be used in the
model were estimated from batch tests. A comprehen-
sive set of such tests was conducted on slurry that was
made up of dry-ground solids and had been conditioned
in the batch cell. Because small but significant differ-
ences in flotation performance had been noted with
variations in conditioning procedure, batch tests were
also conducted on conditioned slurry that had been fed
to the pilot plant during continuous plant tests. This
allowed the parameters to be estimated under the slurry
conditions that actually existed in the plant during
the tests. In two further tests, an assessment was made
of whether the kinetic parameters maintained the same
values in a cleaner cell as in a rougher cell. This is of
paramount importance because the simulation method is
based on the assumption that the kinetic parameters do
not change from stage to stage. In the first of these
tests, the total concentrate was collected from four batch
tests and was used as the charge for simulated cleaner
batch flotation. In the second, a sample of the cleaner
feed was cut from the pilot plant and was used as the
charge in the batch test.
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tn the estimation of the kinetic parameters from the
batch tests, cumulative samples of the concentrate were
collected, and the total mass, mass of dry-ground solids,
and apatite content were determined for each sample.
In the determination of the effect of particle size on the
rate of flotation, the concentrate samples were graded by
size and each size class was assayed for apatite.

A batch flotation cell that was identical to the cells in
the pilot plant was used for the batch flotation tests
(Fig. 2), the volume of air-free slurry in the cell being
0,021 m3 at the start of each batch test. The experimental
procedure was straight-forward and involved charging
of the cell with slurry to within 0,25 cm of the froth lip
after aeration had commenced. The slurry consisted of
4 kg of well-blended dry-ground solids from the pilot-
plant feed system and water. In the experiments for
the estimation of the kinetic parameters in the made-up
feed slurry from the plant, sufficient conditioned slurry
was cut from the plant feed line to fill the cell. No further
conditioning of this slurry was required. The slurry made
from dry-ground ore was conditioned without aeration
for 2 minutes with sodium hydroxide (1,27 kgft), followed
by 2 minutes with sodium silicate (1,7 kgft) and finally
by 2 minutes with Unitol (0,5 kgft) and Berol EMU
(0,13 kgft). During this conditioning period, a layer of
heavily loaded froth built up on the surface of the slurry
and was discharged very rapidly over the froth lip as
soon as aeration started, which necessitated a slight
zero-time correction to each of the batch experiments.
The concentrate was collected in cumulative samples
for about 6 minutes. The first sample was normally
collected in 10 seconds, and the sample time was
lengthened as the flow of concentrate abated. The zero-
time correction was calculated as follows: the flow-rate
of water in the concentrate was plotted against the time
at which the sample was taken, and the curve was
extrapolated through the second and subsequent points
to the time for the first sample. This defined the rate at
which water would have been collected had no froth
accumulated during the conditioning. The rate of water
actually collected compared with this extrapolated rate
gave an estimate of the effective flotation time for the
first sample, and the origin was adjusted accordingly. A
typical set of data and a sample calculation are shown in
Fig. 3.

The cumulative recovery of gangue and apatite was
computed and plotted against time for each of the batch
experiments.

Estimation of Parameters

The distributed-constant kinetic model for flotation
required the estimation of several parameters. It is very
easy to produce highly correlated estimates of para-
meters that would be useless in testing the predictive
capabilities of the model. The distributed-constant model
required the particles in the feed to be classified according
to size and mineral content, as well as according to
inherent flotation-rate constant. Fortunately, the classi-
fication by size and mineral content can be done by

.It is shown later that even the simple ore used in this investiga-
tion required different forms of cP(D,g) for apatite and gangue.
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straight-forward physical examination: sieving for size
classification, and microscopic examination and assay
for mineral content. Microscopic examination revealed
that the ore was almost completely liberated, even in the
largest sizes. When liberation was incomplete, it resulted
from finely disseminated inclusions of magnetite in the
apatite. These inclusions rarely exceeded 5 per cent, and
they were ignored in the classification of the ore. Each
size group could therefore be classified quantitatively
into an apatite and a gangue fraction by assay alone.
Apart from apatite and magnetite, the major minerals
in the ore were phlogopite, calcite, and serpentine. The
particle-size distribution and assays were averaged over
several different samples as shown in Table I, and the
average values were used in all the calculations.

Parameters Associated with Particle Size

One further aspect of the particle-size distribution that
had to be considered was the effect of size on the rate of
flotation. This effect was modelled on the assumption
that all the particles having the same mineral content
are affected in the same relative way by particle size,
independently of the actual flotation-rate constant or
distribution of rate constants that must be assigned to
that mineral class12. This assumption was accommodated
by factoring out of the specific flotation-rate constant, a
function cP(D,g) that is a function of size and mineral
content of the particles. Thus, the specific flotation rate
of particles of size D and mineral content g is given by
kcP(D,g)SA S-l, where k is the flotation-rate constant,
cP(D,g) is a function showing the dependence of the rate
constant of particles of mineral content g on particle
size*, A is the bubble surface area per unit volume of
pulp, and S is the fraction of the bubble surface area
that is not covered by adhering particles.

The function cP(D,g) assumes a very important role in
the model because it defines the flotation properties of
the particles in the different size groups. The question
of how best to determine the nature of the function
cP(D,g) has been given considerable attention by the
Research Group over the years. Woodburn et al.12 were
able to propose a plausible functional form after an
analysis of the micro-processes of impaction, adhesion,
and detachment. This function has two parameters and
a unimodal shape, reflecting the fact that neither very
small nor very large particles float. It has the form

cP(D,g)=2,33 (EfD2)t exp (- EfD2) {1- (Df6)l,5}.
The last factor in this function accounts for the

detachment of particles once they have adhered to a
bubble, the parameter 6 representing the largest
particle that can remain attached under the conditions
prevailing in the pulp. The remainder of the expression
for cP models the impaction and adhesion processes, and
the constant 2,33 is chosen so that this factor has a
maximum value of unity. The function depends on g
because both the parameters E and 6 take different
values for particles having different mineral contents.
That this should be so for 6 is obvious because larger
particles of gangue, being held less tenaciously at the
air-water interface, are detached more easily than are
strongly adhering minerals. However, E should depend
very largely on the turbulent forces in the pulp, and it
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is not so obvious that it should depend on the mineral
content of the particle. Such a. dependence can be justi-
fied by noting that the first factor in the function rP
should model the adhesion as well as the impaction
process, and that adhesion is certainly influenced by
surface properties. Careful experimentation in this study
established that both parameters are functions of the
mineral content of the ore that was used.

The estimation of � and 6. should be done very care-
fully. Direct measurement of 6. is possible because it is
the largest particle of a particular mineral type that can
be floated and can be determined by particle-size
analysis of the concentrates, although the differentiation
between mineral types is difficult. Woodburn et alP
suggested a rapid method of estimation in which the
value of � is inferred from the flotation behaviour of
particles of different size. Nonlinear regression techniques
have been used exclusively up to now, but these leave
much to be desired in precision of estimation and
convenience7. A very reliable direct method was de-
veloped by the Research Group, and this is now recom-
mended as the standard estimation procedure for the
function cp. The method has the great advantage that
the entire form of the function is estimated, which
liberates the model from the constraints of a particular
functional form in which only the parameters are
variable. The method requires data from a single batch
test or a single test in a continuous cell, and a sample
of concentrate must be graded and each size class
assayed so that the recovery of each g-class can be
calculated in each of these size classes. In the batch
test, the analysis is best conducted on the first sample
of concentrate that is collected in the test. If the con-
tinuous cell forms part of a bank of cells or is part of a
plant, the data should be collected from the first rougher
cell.

The theoretical development of the method has been
described elsewherel3. It is shown that, in a continuously
operating cell,

R(g,D)
rP(D,g)=C(g)

I-R(g,D)' """""
(1)

where R(g,D) is the recovery of particles of grade g and
size D in the cell, and C(g) is a constant (independent
of D) for each g-class. Thus, rP(D,g) is determined up to
the constant C(g) by the plotting of R(g,D)/(I-R(g,D))
against D. This can be done direct from the experimental
data.

A similar analysis can be applied to the batch tesp3:
rP(D,g)= -B(g,t) In (I-R(g,D) . . . . . . . . (2)

Equation (2) defines the functional form of rpup to the
multiplying constant B(g,t), and the function rp can be
obtained from a plot of In(I- R(g,D) versus D direct
from the experimental data.

Data from two experiments were analysed so that the
function rp (g,D) for apatite and gangue could be estab-
lished under the conditions prevailing in the flotation
equipment. The data are plotted in Figs. 4 and 5,
according to equation (1) for the continuous test (experi-
ments C8/2-I and C25/5-I) and according to equation (2)
for the batch test (experiment B3I/1O-I). The continuous
data were obtained from the first cell in a five-cell
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rougher bank. In the batch test, the data for the first
sample of concentrate are shown together with those for
the composite sample of concentrate collected over the
duration of the test.

In spite of the scatter in the experimental data, the
characteristic unimodal shape is immediately apparent,
and the peak in the curve for gangue appears at a smaller
particle size than that for apatite, confirming that the
function rp is different for the two mineral species. The
estimation from these data of the two parameters � and
6. in the function for rpis straight-forward: 6. is obtained
by extrapolation of the data to cut the horizontal axis
since this is the largest size of particle that is recovered,
and the value of � is obtained most conveniently from
the expression �=0,5 D2max, where Dmax is the size at
which the data have a maximum. The function

2,33 (�/D2)texp (-�/D2) {I-(D/6.)1,5}
with the appropriate parameter values is plotted in Figs.
4 and 5 for comparison with the experimental data. This
function was considered to be a satisfactory representa-
tion of the data for gangue, but the small particles of
apatite showed a distinct tendency to float more rapidly
than predicted by the function of Woodlurn et al.12.
This tendency can be observed in other oresl4, and can
be very pronounced if there is a significant degree of
entrainment of fine particles in the froth. This has been
observed with phoscorite ore under conditions of high
froth stability4. The functional form of rpwas accordingly
altered in the fine particle-size range, as shown by the
broken line in Fig. 4, and this modified form of function
rP(D) was used in all further estimations of parameters
and plant simulations. The modification of the standard
computer programmes MREGR8 and FLOTE15 to
accommodate this empirical function was a simple
matter. The function rp that was used in the model is
given in Table 11 for both apatite and gangue.

TABLE II
THE EFFECT OF PARTICLE SIZE

Mineral
type rP(g,D)

rP=2,33 (�/D2)texp (_�/D2) (1-D/6.1,5) D?: 58JLm
�=4,05xlO-o 6.=400xlO-o

Apatite
(g=l)

Gangue
(g=o)

4>.=0,60 when D=49 JLm
q,=0,47 when D=42 JLm
cp=0,28 when D=30 JLm

rP=2,33 (�/D2)t exp (-�/D2) (1-(D/6.)1,5) for all D
�= 1,5 X 10-0 6.=350x lO-om

A significant conclusion to be drawn from Figs. 4 and
5 is that the data from the batch and continuous tests
are substantially the same. This is an encouraging step in
the application of batch data to the continuous operation
of a plant.

The Kinetic Parameters

As already stated, the main purpose of this investiga-
tion was an assessment of whether the flotation model
was capable of correctly predicting the performance of
a continuously operating plant from kinetic data ob-
tained from standard batch flotation tests. The basic
data that were used for the estimation of the kinetic
parameters were the cumulative recovery of each mineral
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species as a function of time in the batch test. The
bubble surface area per unit volume of pulp was calcu-
lated from the known aeration rate, average bubble size,
and average bubble residence time. The bubble size
distribution and average size in the cells was measured
by Moys7, and the bubble residence time was measured
as the time taken for the steady-state bubble distribu-
tion to appear at the surface of the pulp after a sudden
initiation of aeration. The aeration rate was measured
by a rotameter in the air line. Typical experimental data
are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7, which show the fraction of
each mineral that remains in the batch cell as a function
of time. These curves show the characteristic curvature
on the logarithmic-arithmetic coordinates, which is an
indication of the departure of the process from linear
kinetic behaviour. This departure could be ascribed to
three possible causes: distribution of the rate constant,
gradual reduction in the froth production capacity
during the course of the experiment, and true nonlinear
kinetic behaviour. The last of these three possibilities
was excluded because, once due allowance had been
made for the distribution of particle sizes in the feed and
for the decrease in froth production rate with time, what
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little deviation there was from linear behaviour could
convincingly be ascribed to a small proportion of non-
floatable apatite and gangue in the ore. It appears to be
impossible to separate in an unequivocal way the effect
of decreasing froth production from the effect of rate-
constant distribution. During the batch test on this ore,
the production of froth could not be maintained for
more than about 3 minutes. This was due to a combina-
tion of three factors: the pulp level dropped during the
test and no water was added, the frothing agent was
depleted, and the froth stability decreased as the amount
of solid contained in the froth decreased progressively.
The progressive decrease in the production of froth was
probably a good indication that a large part of the fall-
off in flotation rate was due to reduction in the ability of
the froth to transmit the solid that was carried across the
pulp-froth interface over the froth lip. However, this
cannot be regarded as an established fact, and some
further information was sought on whether all the
curvature on the semi-logarithmic graphs could be
ascribed solely to a distribution of rate constants.

A detailed analysis by Hutchinson and LUSS16 of
kinetic systems with distributed rate constants has
revealed that there is an upper limit to the curvature
that results from any distribution of rate constants
(irrespective of whether the distribution is discrete or
continuous or both). This bound is given by an upper
limit for 1- R(g ;t) in terms of the slope and curvature
of the experimental graphs at zero time. The upper
limit is given by

M -M2 M2 (-M t)l-R(g;t)- 2 1 +---L exp 2
M2 M2 M1

where M1 and M2 are the first and second moments of
the distribution of the product kcf>(D,g) for mineral or
gangue. These moments are not known but can be related
to the slope and curvature at the origin by

M -
-d{I-R(g,t)}

/ d1 dt t=O
an

M -
d2{1- R(g,t)}

/2 dP t=O'

These derivatives were estimated for the apatite curves
for several of the batch experiments conducted during
this study.

The derivatives are very difficult to estimate with any
precision, and the curves produced from equation (3) can
be regarded only as approximations. The experimental
plots of 1 - R(g ;t) were found to fall fairly close to the
upper limit given by equation (3) and sometimes even
above it. In spite of the approximations, this can be
taken as slight evidence that some factor other than the
distribution ofrate constants (caused by the distribution
of particle sizes or anything else) must be operating
during the batch tests, and the froth production rate is
the most likely factor. The froth production rate is
included in the model through the froth transmission
coefficient, y. This coefficient is defined as the ratio of
solids flow-rate across the froth lip to that across the
pulp-froth interface. Unfortunately, no satisfactory
experimental technique has yet been developed for the

(3)
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Specific rate
constant for N onlinear 95 % Fraction of Nonlinear 95 %

Experiment floatable component confidence floatable confidence
no. Component m/s X 10' interval component interval

B8/2 Apatite 1,308 1,18 to 1,44 0,844 0,814 to 0,875
Gangue 0,205 0,197 to 0,247 0,998 0,834 to 1,00

--.
B1O/5-1 Apatite 1,81 1,61 to 2,03 0,850 0,820 to 0,878

Gangue 0,297 0,281 to 0,365 1,00 0,828 to 1,00

measurement of y. tn this work, y was estimated from
the ratio of water flow-rate over the lip to the water
flow-rate that was measured in a cell containing fully
conditioned feed pulp to a level just below the froth lip,
i.e. the conditions that obtained at the very start of a
batch test or in the first cell of a rougher bank in a
continuously operating open-circuit plant. This stand-
ard water flow-rate is a measure of the froth production
capacity of flotation cells when operating on fully condi-
tioned pulp. This method for the estimation of y has
already been used successfully4, 7,1°. However, as
shown later, it is not considered satisfactory, particu-
larly for cleaner and recleaner cells. Other meth::>ds for
the direct measurement of y are currently under
investigation.

During the batch tests, the water production rate
decreased steadily, and consequently the froth trans-
mission coefficient as calculated from the water rate
also decreased. The calculated values of y, which are
shown on the graphs, were used in the theoretical model
for the estimation of the kinetic constants. As shown on
the graphs, y was assumed to be constant during each
sampling period.

The standard regression computer programme7, R

that was used in the estimation of the kinetic constants
for the gangue and the apatite incorporates all the
necessary statistical tests to determine the number of
significant values over which the rate constant must be
distributed. Earlier work on this ore by DaveyI7 and
Moys7 indicated that the apatite and the gangue were
each characterized by two kinetic parameters: the
specific rate constant for the floatable component, and
the fraction of floatable component represented by the
unfloatable component.

Simulation of Continuous Plant Performance

The crucial test of the usefulness of the model was the
performance of a continuously operating plant based on
the parameter estimates obtained from batch experi-
ments. The pilot plant was operated in several configura-
tions, and samples of the various concentrate and
tailings streams were assayed for comparison with the
model predictions. In each experiment, a sample of the
conditioned feed was floated in the batch cell, and the
parameters estimated are shown in Table Ill. The model
prediction of the plant performance is compared with the
experimental data in Figs. 8 to 11. These data give an
immediate indication of the ability of the simulator to
translate the data from the batch test to the operation

of a plant made up of several cel1sin different conftgura.-
tions. Comparisons are shown for the concentrate grades
from each cell and for the flow-rates of solids in the cell
concentrates. Of these, the former can be measured with
greater accuracy. The collection of reliable data from a
continuously operating plant is extremely difficult
because the plant is not at a true steady operating state.
The greatest possible precautions were taken to ensure
accurate sampling and steady operation of the plant
during the test, but small variations in froth stability
and mobility from cell to cell have a disproportionately
large effect on the flow-rate of pulp in a plant. This is
one of the real difficulties in the development of reliable
plant simulators. Not much of the evident lack of fit
between the predictions and the experimental data can
be ascribed to uncertainty in the estimation of para-
meters. The 95 per cent confidence regions around the
predictions that are generated by the 95 per cent confi-
dence limits in the parameter estimates are shown in
Figs. 8 to 11. The residual lack of fit must be ascribed to
experimental uncertainty, and to inadequacies and un-
certainties in the model used for simulation.

A significant source of uncertainty in the model is the
value of the froth transmission coefficient, y, in each of
the cells. In the rougher bank of the open-circuit con-
figuration, y was calculated as the ratio of the measured

80
Experiment C8/2-1

Parameters fram batch test 88/24:
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Fig. 8--Comparison between simulator predictions and
experimental observations in plant with no recycle
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TABLE III
KINETIC PARAMETERS ESTIMATED FROM BATCH TESTS
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water rate in the concentrate to the known maximum
water production rate with the ore in the cells used.
This was completely consistent with the method used
for the estimation of the flotation parameters from the
batch tests. The cells in the cleaner and recleaner bank
produced froths of significantly different character
from those in the rougher bank. The greater hydrophobi-
city of the solid in the cleaning stages seems to prevent
the return of solid material from the froth to the pulp.
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90
Experiment CI0/5-2

Parameters from batch test 810/5-1

80
Experimental

70

20

Rougher ...

10
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Cell number

although the rate of return of water is high owing to
the rapid rate at which the froth breaks. Under these
circumstances, the froth transmission coefficient is
greater than the ratio of measured water rate to the
standard rate, i.e. more solid than liquid is transmitted
by the froth. Thus, y lies between the water ratio and
1,0. It was observed that the transmission of solids by
the cleaner froths was very high, and y appeared to be
close to unity. In the absence of a direct measurement of
y, a value of unity was assumed in each of the cells in
the cleaner and recleaner.

When the plant was operated with complete recycling
of the tailings from the cleaner and recleaner bank, the
hydrophobicity of the solids appeared to increase
throughout the plant, and it was only in the feed cell
that the froth had the appearance of a typical rougher
concentrate because of the preponderance of fresh feed
in that cell. The solids appeared to fall out of the froth
back into the pulp at a significant rate, unlike the situa-
tion with no recycle. Thus, values of y were chosen be-
tween the values calculated from the water rates and
unity in each bank: y was taken to be 0,2 in the last
three cells of the rougher bank, 0,4 in the cleaner cells,
and 0,15 in the recleaner cells.

The level of uncertainty introduced by the uncertainty
in y is shown in Figs. 8 to 11, where the simulated output
is shown for the extreme values of y that could be used,
i.e. the water rate ratio as the smallest and unity as the

~70

1
Model prediction with 95%
confidence regions induced
by uncertainty in
parameter estimates

-Recleane...

6 7 8

Fig. IO-Grade in concentrates from each cell In plant with recycle
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Specific rate
constant for Nonlinear 95 % Fraction of Nonlinear 95 %

Experiment floatable component confidence floatable confidence
no. Component mJs X 1O. interval component interval

B9Jll-1 Apatite 1,02 0,944 to I,ll 0,979 0,970 to 0,989
Gangue 0,324 0,314 to 0,372 0,841 0,824 to 0,858

BlOJ5-2 Apatite 0,844 0,743 to 0,959 0,943 0,920 to 0,965
Gangue 0,320 0,274 to 0,367 0,830 0,791 to 0,868
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By way of comparIson wIth the sImulator predictions

shown in Figs. 8 to 11, another predictionIO of plant
performance is shown in Fig. 12, in which the kinetic
parameters were predicted from the measured recoveries
in the four cells of the rougher bank and the frother
transmission coefficients in the cleaner and recleaner
cells were estimated by matching measured and pre-
dicted recoveries of apatite in these cells. Not
surprisingly, the correspondence between the simulation
and the measured data is excellent.

8

Estimation of Parameters in Cleaner Feed

The kinetic parameters estimated from two batch
flotation tests on cleaner feed material are shown in
Table IV and Figs. 13 and 14. The slurry used in experi-
ment B9/11-1 was prepared from the combined concen-
trates of four batch rougher tests. The slurry used for
experiment BlO/5-2 was cut from the feed to the cleaner
during experiment 010/5-2, and these parameters should
be compared with those estimated from experiment
BlO/5-1 (Table Ill). These comparisons show that the
parameters estimated from the batch tests on the cleaner
feed are significantly different from the parameters
estimated from the plant feed at the 95 per cent confi-
dence level. However, it is not certain how much of the
uncertainty is due to the method of estimation of Y in
the cleaner tests. In both experiments, a constant value
of 1,0 was used for Y,
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Continuous Plant Performance as a Function
of Particle Size

A simulator that is to be useful for the design of
plants, for the modification of existing circuits, and for
plant control should provide an accurate and reliable
description of the behaviour of individual types of par-
ticles. This is most conveniently assessed by comparison
of the predicted and measured grades of apatite in the
several particle-size classes used in the model. Data of
this kind were obtained in several of the important
streams of the plant operating with and without recycle.
The experimental data are compared with the simulator
predictions in Figs. 15 and 16, the parameters used in
the simulations being the same as those used to produce
the simulations shown in Figs, 8 to 11, The correspond-
ence between the predictions and the plant data is good
and, in spite of slight differences in the shape of the
corresponding curves, the trends in the experimental
data are satisfactorily predicted by the simulator.

Fig. 12-Comparison between experiment and simulation

7

TABLE IV
KINETIC PARAMETERS ESTIMATED FROM THE FLOTATION OF CLEANER FEED IN A BATCH CELL
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l)iscussiol1

The ability of the discretely distributed rate-constant
model to fit the observed batch data is very good indeed,
as can be seen from the graphs. The 95 per cent confi-
dence regions for the observed data are narrow, and the
vast majority of the experimental points fall within these
regions, showing that all the deviations from the model
can be convincingly ascribed to statistical scatter. No
further testing of the hypothesis concerning the number
0 f parameters was considered necessary.

The 95 per cent confidence intervals for the estimates
of individual parameters (Table 3) include the effect of
model nonlinearities, as well as correlations among the
estimates for the various parameters, and give a good
indication of the reliance that can be placed on the
estimates.

Conclusions

The distributed-constant flotation model is capable of
describing data obtained from batch flotation tests on
phoscorite. The variation of flotation-rate constants with
particle size can be obtained from batch data as well as
from data from a single continuous cell. The effect deter-
mined from batch data corresponds closely with that
determined from continuous data. All the other kinetic
parameters can be determined from batch experiments
and can be used in the plant simulator to predict the
performance of a continuously operating plant. Simula-
tor projections are close to observations made on a
continuously operating plant, but the lack of fit falls
significantly outside the 95 per cent confidence band
generated by uncertainty in the estimates of parameters
from batch tests. Accordingly, it must be concluded that
the behaviour of a continuously operating plant cannot
adequately be predicted from data obtained in a batch
cell. The discrepancy is probably due almost entirely to
the uncertainty in the model for froth behaviour that is

'I
included in the simulator. The simulator will be adequate

1 only when a reliable predictive model of the froth has

J'
been developed for the estimation of the froth trans-
mission coefficient.

I Variations in conditioning lead to wide variations in
the measured kinetic parameters for this ore.

When the kinetic parameters of the model are esti-
mated from data obtained on the continuous plant, the
simulator predicts the plant behaviour very accurately.

When the simulator is used to compute the behaviour
of operating flotation plants, at least some of the para-
meters, e.g. froth transmission coefficients, should be
estimated from operating plant or pilot-plant data.
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Discussion: Mathematical unification of an equation for solute
recoveries in countercurrent decantation

The above article by E. Barnea, which appeared in
the January 1978 issue of the Journal (vol. 78, no. 6,
pp. 143-145), calls for comment in view of the author's
claims for the novelty of his proof.

He states in his article that its main purpose is to give
a mathematically acceptable proof by induction of the
'recently proposed' equation

Co-Cw
Cn- I+R+R2+. . . Rn +cw,

(equation 1 in his paper)

as well as to simplify this into the form

R-l
Cn- RnH-l

(Co-Cw)+Cw.
(equation 3 in his paper)

This analysis of countercurrent multistage separation
processes was first published in the early 1930s by
Kremserl, and by Souders and Brown2 for the specific
case of absorption from a gas. They also proved the
equations derived by induction. The application of these

*Chemical Engineering Research Group, C SIR, Pretoria.

F. L. D. CLOETE *

equations to washing, or CCD as it is known in mineral
processing, is trivial and is given in undergraduate texts
on chemical engineering3, 4 and elsewhere 5.

I do not disagree with the mathematical logic of
Barnea's paper but, contrary to his claim, there is
nothing new about it at all. His paper is, however, a
good illustration of an observation attributed to King
Solomon6: 'What has been done before will be done
again' .
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